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		This book presents fascinating, state-of-the-art research findings in the field of signal and image processing. It includes conference papers covering a wide range of signal processing applications involving filtering, encoding, classification, segmentation, clustering, feature extraction, denoising, watermarking, object recognition, reconstruction and fractal analysis. It addresses various types of signals, such as image, video, speech, non-speech audio, handwritten text, geometric diagram, ECG and EMG signals; MRI, PET and CT scan images; THz signals; solar wind speed signals (SWS); and photoplethysmogram (PPG) signals, and demonstrates how new paradigms of intelligent computing, like quantum computing, can be applied to process and analyze signals precisely and effectively. The book also discusses applications of hybrid methods, algorithms and image filters, which are proving to be better than the individual techniques or algorithms.
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Ivor Horton's Beginning Visual C++ 2013Wrox Press, 2014

	Learn C++ with the best tutorial on the market!


	Horton's unique tutorial approach and step-by-step guidance have helped over 100,000 novice programmers learn C++. In Ivor Horton's Beginning Visual C++ 2013, Horton not only guides you through the fundamentals of the standard C++ language, but also teaches you...
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The History of Terrorism: From Antiquity to al QaedaUniversity of California Press, 2007
This authoritative work provides an essential perspective on terrorism by offering a rare opportunity for analysis and reflection at a time of ongoing violence, chilling threats, and renewed reprisals. In it, some of the best international specialists working on the subject today examine terrorism's long and complex history from antiquity to the...
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MacBook For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2010

	The perfect companion for MacBook users—now updated and revised throughout!


	Grab your MacBook—and this Dummies book—and get savvy with all the latest updates to Apple's newest generation of laptop hardware and software. Packed with coverage of the latest MacBook models, Mac OS X Snow Leopard,...
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GDI+ Programming in C# and VB .NETApress, 2002
 GDI+ both wraps arcane API calls and extends them for much easier use. Programmers no longer have to make do with the familiar but simplistic VB 6.0 drawing model, nor do they have to dig down into the GDI API in order to get any real work done. In GDI+, Microsoft has come up with a complete, but still extensible, set of classes for all of the...
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John P. Slough: The Forgotten Civil War GeneralUniversity of New Mexico Press, 2021

	
		John Potts Slough, the Union commander at the Battle of Glorieta Pass, lived a life of relentless pursuit for success that entangled him in the turbulent events of mid-nineteenth-century America. As a politician, Slough fought abolitionists in the Ohio legislature and during Kansas Territory's fourth and final constitutional...
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Privacy Protection and Computer Forensics, Second EditionArtech House Publishers, 2004
This book deals with security from hostile computer forensics (mostly on
one’s computer, but also on one’s digital camera, fax machine, and related
computer-like electronics), as distinct from network forensics, which in this
context is snooping into users’ online activities. Computer forensics deals
with...
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